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THE PURSUIT OF REASON
The Economist 1843-1993
Ruth Dudley Edwards
Foreword by Bill Emmott, Editor of The Economist
"A magnificent work, a grand narrative that will
be an essential reference point for future historians."

—The Independent

1,056 pages $49.95

MARY PARKER FOLLETT—
PROPHET OF MANAGEMENT
A Celebration of Writings from the 1920s
Edited by Pauline Graham
Preface by Rosabeth Moss Kartter
Introduction by Peter F. Drucker
Follett's essays on management, originally delivered as lectures in the
late 1920s, have long been considered well ahead of their time. This
new collection features the original essays with commentaries by a
stellar array of modern business thinkers that highlight the validity
and relevance of her work to contemporary managers.
"Just about everything written today about leadership and organiza-
tions comes from Mary Parker Follett's writings and lectures."

—Warren Bennis
336 pages $29.95

LOST PROPHETS
An Insider's History of the Modern Economists
Alfred L. Malabre, Jr.
Malabre charts the rise and fall of economic schools of thought, from
Keynesianism to monetarism to supply-side economics. Capturing the
people and places as well as the ideas, his anecdotal history illustrates
how the advice of our most noted economists has helped and hurt the
economy over the years.
"One of the best business books of 1993." —Library Journal

272 pages, with 8 pages of photographs
Paperback available in May 1995 $14.95

Available at bookstores, or call 1-800-545-7685 ext. 50101617-495-6192 ext. 5010
For a complete catalog of our books, write:

Harvard Business School Press, Boston, MA 02163
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This publication is available in microform.

UMI reproduces this publication in microform: micro-
fiche and 16 or 35mm microfilm. For information about
this publication or any of the more than 16,000
periodicals and 7,000 newspapers we offer, complete
and mail this coupon to UMI, 300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 USA. Or call us toll-free for an im-
mediate response: 800-521-0600. From Alaska and
Michigan call collect 313-761-4700. From Canada
call toll-free 800-343-5299.
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A good climate

BUSINESS
Corporate history &
entrepreneur biographies

GUS WORTHAM
Portrait of a Leader
Fran Dressman
Foreword by Sterling C. Evans
This biography of American General's

founder traces his diversifying interests in

business and ranching as well as his enor-

mous influence on the growth of Houston's

civic and cultural institutions. 7x10.288 pp.

40 b&w photos. $29.95

FROM TEXAS TO THE EAST
A Strategic History of Texas Eastern
Corporation
Christopher J. Castaneda
Joseph A. Pratt
This business history follows the course of

a natural gas pipeline company through a

cycle of growth, diversification, and even-

tual merger. "This is corporate history at its

best."—Southwestern Historical Quarterly

" . . . a well-researched study with the

central theme that the company was as

much shaped by public policy as private

enterprise."—Western Historical Quarterly.

7x10.310 pp. 39 b&w photos. 14 maps. 17

tables. $35.00

A CENTURY IN THE WORKS
Freese and Nichols Consulting
Engineers, 1894-1994
Simon W. Freese
Deborah Lightfoot Sizemore
Foreword by Joe Pickle
This history of the Fort Worth-based civil

engineering firm focuses on the firm's con-

tributions, design innovations, and "firsts*

in water supply, water treatment, and

wastewater engineering. 456 pp. 45 b&w

photos. 2 tables. $34.50

DONE IN OIL
An Autobiography
J. Howard Marshall II
Edited, with an introduction, by
Robert L. Bradley, Jr.
Marshall recounts his experience as a regu-

lator in the Roosevelt administration and

his later ventures in private enterprise. "I

have studied the oil industry for over

twenty years, and I learned something new

or interesting on page after page."—Joseph

A. Pratt. 304 pp. 29 b&w photos. $29.95

TEXAS A&M UNIVER_SUX_PRESS.
"' Drawer C -+ Colle-c Station, TX * 77843:4354~

1-800-826-8911 *• FAX: 409-847-8752
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"Rich Nation,
Strong Army"
National Security
and the Technological
Transformation of Japan
RICHARD J. SAMUELS

"A scholar's original and
illuminating interpretation of
what makes Japan a power to
be reckoned with in the global
village's marketplace. Moving
confidently back and forth
through history, Samuels. . .
offers a wealth of perspectives
on the geopolitical and socio-
economic implications of the
phrase that is the title of his
absorbing text."—Kirkus
Reviews. CORNELL STUDIES IN

POLITICAL ECONOMY. $35.00

Mercantile
States and the
World Oil Car-
tel, 1900-1939
GREGORY P. NOWELL

Providing a definitive history
of the shift in the pattern of
industrial energy consumption,
Nowell calls into question
some common assumptions
about the relations between
international corporate
struggles and national policy-
making in "mercantile" states.

"[A] prodigious study."
—Hayward R. Alker, Jr.,
Department of Political Sci-
ence, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. CORNELL STUDIES

IN POLITICAL ECONOMY. $45.00

Spreading
the Word
The Bible Business in Nine-
teenth-Century America

PETER I. WOSH

This book tells how the Ameri-
'can Bible Society, a modest
antebellum reform agency,
responded to cataclysmic
social change and grew to be
a nonprofit corporate bureau-
cracy. Wosh offers keen insight
into the processes of institu-
tionalization, bureaucratiza-
tion, professionalization, and
community-building. $35.00

The Coopera-
tive Edge
The Internal Politics of
International Cartels
DEBORA L. SPAR

"Spar sheds new light on
international cooperation by
examining the inner workings
of both state and private cartel
efforts in diamonds, uranium,
gold and silver. . . . [The book]
is spiced with lively, compel-
ling stories of collusion which
read at times like a detective
novel."—Stephan Haggard,
University of California,
San Diego

"An interesting—and timely—
survey of how various coun-
tries have tried to corner the
market in vital commodities."
—The Wall Street Journal
CORNELL STUDIES IN POLITICAL

ECONOMY. $29.95

of Commerce
Economy and Governance
in the First British Empire
NANCY F. KOEHN

Koehn recounts the urgent
challenges that confronted the
British in the ten-year period
following their overwhelming
victory in the Seven Years War.
"Blending a thorough knowl-
edge of political economy with
trenchant historical analysis,
the author reveals the major
forces dictating strategic trade
policy decisions in mid-eigh-
teenth-century Britain."
—Philip Lawson, University
of Alberta

"Catching the newness of the
links between commerce and
colonies in the post-Seven
Years War world, [Koehn]
explores their paradoxes using
an analytic framework that
devotes equal attention to the
economic and the political."
—Roy Porter, Wellcome
Institute for the History
of Medicine. $29.95

At bookstores, or call
(607)277-2211
(credit card orders only)

Cornell
U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S

Sage House • 512 East State Street • Ithaca NY 14850
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

General Information
Manuscripts are considered tor publication on the understanding that they are not concurrently
under consideration elsewhere and that the material—in substance as well as tbrm—has not been
previously published.

Three copies of the manuscript should be submitted.
Authors should identify themselves only on a separate title page that provides name, mailing

address, and telephone number. Authors must also remember not to identity themselves in the
body of the manuscript; specifically, references to their own work in the text should be in the
third person, and citations should be written without possessive pronouns—not "See my. . . ."

Each article should be accompanied by a precis of 75-100 words outlining the main point(s)
of the paper and placing the article in context. Subheads should be used to divide the manuscript
into three or tour sections (or more, depending on length).

We do not have an upper or lower page limit, but articles usually run between 25 and 60 type-
script pages, including notes and other material.

Articles must contain notes in the humanities style, not references as in the social sciences.
We are always eager to publish illustrations, but authors should not include originals of illus-

trative materials at the time of submission; photocopies of such material may be included.
Authors of accepted manuscripts will receive two copies of the issue in which the article appears

and twenty-five free offprints.

Manuscript Preparation
ALL material—including extracted quotations and notes—must be double-spaced. Legible pho-
tocopies or word-processed originals may be submitted. Use of dot-matrix printers is discouraged.

Notes should be numbered consecutively and citations should be placed at the end of the text.
Do not place footnotes at the bottom of the page (see word-processing instructions).

Each table or figure should occupy a separate page and should be numbered (in arabic numerals)
and grouped together between the text and the notes. The position of these items should be
indicated in the text (as, "see Table 3"), but they should not be mingled with the text and no
extra space should be left tor them there. Each table and figure must be accompanied by a com-
plete source.

We use the 13th edition oi'The Chicago Manual of Style (1982) and spell and hyphenate words
according to Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary.

The journal encourages authors to use gender-neutral prose in all cases where it is not anachronis-
tic to do so; male nouns and pronouns should not be used to refer to people of both sexes.

We use the day-month-year tbrm tor dates, as 11 February 1990,
Double quotation marks should be used for journal titles and direct quotation; single quota-

tion marks arc used tor quoted material inside quotations.

Sample Citation Forms:
Book: Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Busi-

ness (Cambridge, Mass., 1977), 321-22.
Journal: Charles Cheape, "Not Politicians but Sound Businessmen: Norton Company and

the Third Reich," Business History Review 62 (Autumn 1988): 444-66.
Note that we do not include the publisher in book citations. We do not use loc. cit., op. cit.,

or idem., but ibid, (not italicized) may be used.

Word-Processing Guidelines
The journal can accept disks of all standard sizes and densities, but they must be formatted in
MS-DOS; we cannot use Apple or Macintosh software. WordPerfect is directly compatible, but
we may be able to accept your document if it can be converted into an ASCII file.

Potential contributors should submit hard copy, not diskettes, initially, but it will save con-
siderable work for all parties in the event of acceptance if authors working on PCs follow a few
rules from the beginning:

In general, use us few formatting commands as possible.
Do not justify or half-justify the right-hand margin.
Do not hyphenate words at the end of lines.
Do not use hard returns except tor new paragraphs or required page ends except as absolutely

necessary (for example, to break between text and notes).
Do not use special fonts; underline material that is to be set in italics.
Most important, do not use the word processor's automatic footnote functions: do not embed

notes in the text. Notes should be keyed in at the end of the text (after any tables) or
as a separate file.
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